
ELISA X MATIAS

BABYLON | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/38081/
elisa and matias discuss the costs of avatarship and what their patrons demand of 
them. elisa also asks matias to be sent from the resurfaced island, which he agrees 
to before eventually showing up days late, making it a promise he mostly keeps.

"primal energy will kill you. groudon will kill you, as it killed its last avatar."

"you're right. i know what is expected of me, i know the costs, but this is what i'm meant to do."

THE SPIDER AND THE FLY | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/39788/
elisa receives a corrupted red shard from declan walsh to give to matias.

"if groudon doesn't kill him, the league will."

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/38081/
https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/39788/


ELISA X MATIAS

UNTAMED SEA | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/39837/
elisa and matias meet up after resurfaced treasure. they discuss fernando briefly 
before fighting kyogre where their lack of synergy becomes apparent. matias almost 
gets eaten by kyogre but is eventually teleported home with her help.

"in my experience, you aren't much of a romantic, silph."

"i am a romantic. you just refuse to see me in any other light than your ally."

"i suppose we don't know each other very well,"

"let me in, and you'll see."

I LIVED | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40538/
matias, recovering from kyogre, wakes up to find elisa in his house. they bicker, talk, 
and reveal secrets. he decides she loves him.

"what happens if you’re wrong about me? what if I’m the monster?"

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/39837/
https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40538/


ELISA X MATIAS

SHIELD AND SPEAR | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/41831/
they briefly work on their synergy before being derailed by an argument. he tells her 
she fights like a coward, too afraid of being hurt and that she has to be brave enough 
to win. she admires his fighting before teleporting home with an unwanted guest.

"i want to live on my own terms, elisabeth. if i ever have to concede that freedom, then that life will no 
longer by my own. i'd rather die. you have my permission to kill me should that happen."

"don't say things like that. you shouldn't give anyone the power to take your life from you.not me, and 
not anyone else."

HOME INVASION | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/41884/
matias follows elisa home and confronts her about bee only to quickly realize she is 
in love with them and not him.

"you've already loved one monster. why can't you love another?"

"haven't you had enough? im not someone who has much to give."

"you have everything to give. i know what you are, and you won't ruin me. so, love me, elisabeth."

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/41831/
https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/41884/


ELISA X MATIAS

THE LAST SUNSET | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/42331/
elisa agrees to a date thinking this will be his last before she gives him the corrupted 
red shard. her guilt compels her to stay the night, and when the sun rises, she leaves, 
expecting it to be the last time she sees him.

"it'd be easier if I didn't care about you at all."

"it would be, wouldn't it? but here we are. will you stay the night?"

"i won't leave, matty, if you don't want me to."

"i don't want you to leave. stay with me."

"then i'll stay."

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/42331/


MELODY X MATIAS

SEEING RED | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40668/
in this timeline, melody kills matias and becomes groudon's avatar, and in doing so, 
she learns of groudon's demands and the influence it has over its avatars.

"goodbye matias. i'll tell them you died valiantly."

DISAPPOINTMENT | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/39499/
melody confronts matias, calling him out for killing navy's pokemon during an 
incident in ultra deep sea. she questions his mental state, assuming it to be a 
side-effect from primal energy poisoning, as she has come to experience as much in 
her experiences with father winter.

"this is for your own good matias! i'm going to save you! even if it kills me!"

"you're...such a fucking pain..."

"you saved me...i save you now.."

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40668/
https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/39499/


EVA X MATIAS

TILL FOREVER FALLS APART | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40566/
eva confronts matias about elisa before leaving to fight kyogre. together, rayquaza 
and groudon attempt to subdue their counterpart, but they fail, unable to contend 
against kyogre's primal reversion.

"do you fucking see now, eva? i need the rest of the red orb. without it, we'll never contain kyogre."

“i know, matias. i know.”

"then fucking help me find it!"

“i can’t help you kill yourself, matias. i won’t do it.”

"it won't kill me, eva. nothing will."

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40566/


OLLIE X MATIAS

TRAITOR | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/34354/
ollie lashes out at matias after walking in on him in the midst of a lustrous encounter 
with penny. it is the first instance of their "brotherly bond" breaking.

"matias? get the fuck away from her!"

"fuck you!"

ANGEL IN THE SNOW | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40333/
ollie and matias venture into a cave where they finally discuss their feelings and 
attempt to mend broken bridges. 

"i don't know why, oliver, but i find you so difficult to work with. so let me try and clear the air with a 
question. are you actually that positive all the time or is it just an act to stop yourself from feeling 

anything bad?"

"why? does it bother you?"

"it bothers me because it's all fake. i know it's a fucking act because i have seen the kind of man you 
are, and this isn't it."

"what the fuck is wrong with you, matias? who hurt you? why the hell are you like this?"

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/34354/
https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40333/


DIGGING THROUGH DIRT | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40415/
assigned to watch matias, paxton uses it as an opportunity to confront the volatile. in 
it, they discuss elisabeth, loyalties, matias' unraveling mind, and the costs of his 
avatarship to groudon.

"i'm losing my mind, pax. the sad part is i can't seem to make myself care enough to stop it."

"you can grow to care about yourself, matias. hoenn doesn't have to be a second kanto. you don't need 
the chaos to push forward. you have people who will listen to you about this."

"they expect the world of me. i can't give them that."

PAXTON X MATIAS

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/40415/


LAM X MATIAS

LAKESIDE GUIDANCE | https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/42503/
with the corrupted red shard in his possession, matias invites his friend out for a 
picnic by the lake to ask for their advice. there, matias weighs the options, 
considering the paths before him.

"you find yourself on a path that forks in two. one leads to power and control, and the other to stability 
and companionship. which path would you take?"

“you know who you’re talking to, right? the second path, without question.”

"sure, but now consider those paths if you were me."

“aren’t you tired?”

https://pkmn-hoenn.boards.net/thread/42503/

